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Outline

- As national vision for coming 60 years, the ‘Low Carbon & Green Growth
Strategy’ was announced by President Lee on 15th August 2008.
- To pursue the strategy, Presidential Committee on Green Growth was
established in 5 January 2009.
- By boosting clean technology and green industry, and increasing
employment of climate-related industry, Korean society will pursue growth and
environment(climate) protection at the same time.
- However, many criticisms argue the strategy is just ‘green wash’ or ‘green
painted growth strategy’ due to contradictory contents in it.  Controversial
issue
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Perspective for evaluating the strategy

globalization, global problems like climate change
change, peak oil
oil, resource
- With globalization
constraints, terrorism, warfare, economic depression, cultural conflict, human
insecurity, expansion of slums and so forth are threatening us.
- To cope with the challenges from the global problems, we are supposed to
reflect on our ongoing life style, social organization, pattern of consumption
and production and so forth, in radical manner.
- The ‘Low Carbon and Green Growth’ strategy should face such challenges
and suggest an appropriate and practical alternative for it.
- With this perspective, the ‘Low Carbon and Green Growth’ strategy can be
properly evaluated.
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“Low carbon and green growth” strategy
- Addressed by president, as a national goal for next 60 years(2008.8.15)
- To utilize environment for further growth and to respond to climate change
through green technological breakthrough and Green New Deal
- Green New Deal includes 4 major rivers restoration(building 16 dams & dredging 4 rivers) &
expansion of nuclear power plants (14 more plants by 2030)
<Table> Green Growth Vision in Comprehensive National Energy Plan(2008-2030)
Vision

Index

2006

2030

Transition to energy
independent society

Independent development rate

3.2%

40%

Portion of renewable energy

2.2%

11%

Transition to low energy
g society
y
consuming

Energy Intensity

0.347

0.185

Transition to oil free society

Oil dependency

43.6

33%

Energy welfare

Portion of energy poverty

7.8%

0%

New growth engine and
job creation

Level of energy technology

60% of advanced
Leading level
countries

<footnote>
Following slides about10 policy directions of green growth are cited from website of Presidential Committee on Green
Growth (www.greengrowth.go.kr , entered on 23 Aug. 2011)
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1. Effective mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions
-Laying the foundation for effective and sustained reduction of emissions
• Achievement of 2020 target(30% of BAU, 4% reduction based on the emission of 2005),
requirement for economic players to report emissions
emissions, building national greenhouse gas
inventory system
• Building national greenhouse gas inventory reporting system
• Contribution to creation of carbon information mechanism
• Managing forestation to increase carbon absorption
• Strengthening “Green Peninsula” cooperation with North Korea

2. Reduction of fossil fuel use and enhancement of energy independence
- Planning for national energy independence
• Increasing technical innovation of energy efficiency, managing demand
 Energy intensity reduction: ('09) 0.371 ֜ ('13) 0.290 ֜ ('20) 0.233 (toe/1,000/ USD)
• Accelerating industrialization of clean and renewable energy
 Renewable energy supply use: ('09) 2.7% ֜ ('13) 3.78% ֜ ('20) 6.08%
• Raising confidence in nuclear energy, expanding nuclear power plants
 Nuclear energy use(capacity basis: KW): ('09) 26% ֜ ('13) 27% ֜ ('20) 32%
 Nuclear energy use(generation basis: KWh): (‘11) 36% ֜ (’30) 59%
• Supporting businesses specializing in resources development
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3. Strengthened capacity to adapt to climate change
- Development and implementation of policies to minimize adverse impact of climate change
• Expanding climate change monitoring system
 Forecasting and publishing information for more effective adaptation to climate change
• Developing "climate-friendly" food production technology
 ('13) 10% ֜ ('20)18%
• Pursuing river restoration
 Solving problem such as floods and droughts
• Reforming disaster response systems
 Systems monitoring effect of climate change and early disaster warning
• Protecting forest resources and ecosystems

4. Development of green technology
- Developing technologies for reducing GHG emission
p g several important
p
g
g
• Developing
green
technologies
 Solar cells, bio-energy, light water reactors, fuel cells, coal gasification, smart grids
Global market share: (‘20) 10%
• Greening R&D investment, establishing green technology information structure
 (‘08) 15%  (‘15) 20%
• Fortifying the basis for practical application and industrialization
 Education, human resources, financial and banking infrastructure
• Fostering projects with leading green research institutes
 Offering incentives, expanding human resources
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5. Greening of existing industries, promotion of green industry
• Recycling of resources through the entire manufacturing process
 The resource recycling rate: (09') 15% ֜ ('13) 17% ֜ ('20) 17.6%
• Encouraging strategic industries
 Increasing green portion in R&D, plant equipment investment
M j industries:
Major
i d ti
('09) 10% ֜ ('13) 15% ֜ ('20) 22%
• Encouraging small and medium enterprises
 Green partnership with large enterprises: ('09), 685 ֜ ('13), 1,500֜ ('20), 2,900
• Forming green clusters, expanding green industrial complexes
 Green industrial complexes: ('09) 5 ֜ ('13) 10 ֜ ('20) 20

15%
5%

17%

17.6%

6. Advancement of industrial structure
• Challenge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from manufacturing
 Using information and communications technology, and high value-added industry
• Development of six major sectors
 Healthcare services
services, education
education, banking and finance
finance, contents
contents, software,
software tourism
• State-of-the-art convergence technology industry
 Broadcasting and telecommunications, information and communications technology,
robotics, new materials, nano-materials, bio resources, medical appliances, green food
industry
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7. Development of structural foundation for green economy
• Establishing foundation for green economy
g public
p
g investments in
 Focus on extending
assistance to and increasing
green enterprises
• Introduction of carbon emissions trading system
 Domestic carbon market: ('13) 0.4bn ֜ ('20) 1.6 bn USD
• Public credit guarantee to green technology and green industry sectors
 Total assistance: ('09) 2bn ֜ ('13) 5.6bn ֜ ('20) 5.6 bn USD
• More environment-friendly tax system
 Incentives for reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, improving energy
efficiency and enhancing green economy-related activities
• Improving energy efficiency in low-income households, recognizing basic right
t minimum
to
i i
level
l
l off energy use, and
d increasing
i
i
energy welfare
lf
funding
f di
 Reducing the ratio of energy-poor households: ('09) 7.3% ֜ ('13) 5% ֜ ('20)
3.5 %
• Building comprehensive information systems on green jobs
 Modifying the National Technical Qualification Testing System to better
reflect and lead domestic green trends Increasing the number of new green
jobs: ('13) 300 ֜ ('20) 500

7. Development of structural foundation for green economy
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•Transforming the

8. Greening the land and water, creation of green transportation infrastructure
• Transforming the energy-intensive industrial structure
 Green urban planning and greening of buildings and transportation
• Designating Korea's cities as green by the UNEP definition
f
• Increasing green centers
 Four major rivers, reclaimed land, various coastal areas

★ UNFCCC denied the approval of the GHG reduction achievement of project of Seohae
Canal (Seoul-Yellow sea) proposed by Korea Government in Aug. 2011)

• Expanding nature reserve areas: ('09) 100,000 ֜ ('20) 150,000 ha
 Restoration of city streams and more forestation in cities
• Expanding energy efficiency ratings and green building rating systems
 Offering incentives for construction of green buildings
- Applying
pp y g green
g
building
g code to new public
p
housing,
g, public
p
office buildings,
g ,
schools and public welfare institutions
• Increasing green transportation and mass transportation
 Share of passenger transportation by rail: ('09) 18% ֜ ('13) 22% ֜ ('20) 26%
- Share of mass transit: ('09) 50% ֜ ('13) 55% ֜ ('20) 65 %
• Promoting the bicycle as green
 Share of transport by bicycle: ('09)1.5% ֜ ('13) 5% ֜ ('20) 10%

8. Greening the land and water, creation of green transportation infrastructure
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9. Bring the green revolution into daily life
- Promotion of participation in green growth
• Promoting green growth through regular school curricula and education for adults
 Development of educational materials on green growth
• Green lifestyle index for citizens
 Nationwide green life movement, incentives such as carbon point system
• Carbon footprint labeling and certification system for goods
 Leading green consumption trend
• Voluntary low carbon smart village movement
• Ecological tourism
 Promotion and development as an environmentally responsible tourism mode
- Pilot
ot projects,
p ojects, infrastructure
ast uctu e for
o eco-tourism,
eco tou s , training
ta
g system
syste for
o eco-tour
eco tou
guides

9. Bring the green revolution into daily life
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10. Becoming an international green growth role model
- Offering full cooperation on the global stage
• Active engagement in international negotiations on climate change
• Government assistance and cooperation to developing countries in Asia
combating climate change
 Overseas volunteer program: "World Friends Korea"
• Increase in official development assistance
 Proportion of green ODA: ('07) 11% ֜ ('13) 20% ֜ ('20) 30%
• Support for effective multilateral organizations to spearhead green growth
efforts in Asia

1
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Evaluations by PCGG and MOE (July 2011)

1. Establishment of efficient GHG reduction system
y
- Declaration of national GHG reduction target in 2009(30% of BAU)
- Adoption of ‘GHG and Energy Goal Management System’ from Sep. 2011 (imposing
concrete targets to 497 major enterprises which emit 68% of total GHG)

2. Visible achievement and enhancement of green R&D and green industry
- Green R&D (‘09) 2.0  (‘10) 2.3 trillion KRW (13.5% ↑)
Total R&D (‘09)12.3
( 09)12.3  ((‘10)
10) 13.7 trillion KRW (11.0% ↑)
- Increase of green investment of 30 big economic conglomeration
(‘08-’10) 15.1  (’11-’13) 22.4 trillion KRW
- Increase of new & renewable energy technology industry
(comparing 2007, number of company : 2.1 times, employee: 3.7 times, export amount:
7.3 times, private investment: 5.1 times)

Evaluations by PCGG and MOE (July 2011)
p
p
g system
y
of g
green life and enforcement of responding
to climate3. Expansion
related disaster
- Promotion of green home, adoption of carbon point system
(number of household joining carbon point system (‘09) 430 thousand  (‘11. July) 2
million)
- Establishment of adaptation plans in 7 sectors(health, disaster, agriculture, forestry,
maritime affair/fishery, water management, ecological system)
- 4 Major River Restoration projects decreased possibility of flood along the riparian
regions

4. Strengthening global leadership for green growth
- Establishment of think tank named Global Green Growth Institute and East Asia Climate
Partnership to support GG in developing countries
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Evaluations by PCGG and MOE (July 2011)
5. Shortcomings in achievements for 3 years’ implementation
- Lack in institutional foundation like price system, tax reform for guiding voluntary and
concrete reduction of GHG, and energy saving
- Lack in communication and low public awareness in implementing GG strategies
into ordinary life
- Energy consumption increase rate(‘10, 6.7%) preceded economic growth rate (‘10)
6.1%

Criticisms from environmental NGOs and critical experts
- However, GG strategy has tendency to reinforce the technological dependency
gy technology
gy of South Korea is at the beginning
g
g stage
g
due to g
green energy
 Level of technology: 50-85% of advanced countries
 Highly dependent upon imported goods(PV: 75%, Wind: 99.6%)
- Under such circumstances, Green New Deal can not create jobs as much as
the case of Green New Deal of advanced countries
- Even after the meltdown and radioactive radiation leaking accident of Fukishima
nuclear power plant(11 march 2011), there is no reconsideration on the plan of
i
increasing
i d
dependence
d
upon nuclear
l
power generation
ti
 (‘30) 59% of power generation is from nuclear power
 Germany: 17 plants cancelled (‘22), Switzerland: 5 plants cancelled (‘34)
- No social consensus about the reduction system of GHG  Even enterprises
are reluctant to the ‘Basic Law on Low Carbon Green Growth’(in particular, ‘cap
and trade system’)
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Criticisms from environmental NGOs and critical experts
- 4 major rivers project violated several laws like National Revenue Law, River Law,
Basic Law of Environment(EIA)  experts and NGOs file the lawsuit against the
project
- Dredging 590 million m³ (Nakdong river 490 million m³ )of sand and sludge 
generation of turbidity, harmful impact on riparian ecosystem  Ecologically
unsustainable project
- No solid evidence of huge damage from flood and lack of water along with the
main streams of 4 major rivers. Submersion of land by rise of groundwater level
- Unreliable and unfaithful investigation on cultural heritages around the rivers (4
days only! One researcher took care the area of 19,000 ㎡ in a day)

Criticisms from environmental NGOs and critical experts
- GG strategies are far from green transformation which climate change is urging us.
Government clings to boost economy through investment on construction projects
which had been proved as having low efficiency even in outdated version of New
Deal
- As Paul Krugman said, the key feature of New Deal was to establish middle class
oriented society through ‘Great Compression’(adoption of social security system,
lessen down the gap between the rich and the poor and so forth). However, GG
strategy is trapped by outdated and mistaken concept of New Deal.
- Growth itself is not ends but means. Unless it brings us happiness and satisfaction,
we have to reconsider it
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Need consensus building for green transformation
- Based on the criteria whether GG is able to face the challenge from complex global
problems it seems not to be radical enough to tackle with the problems
problems,
- GG is also trapped by the ‘myth of growth’ which is based on doubtful ‘win-win’ strategy.
Don’t we need prosperity or transformation rather than growth itself?
- Considering increased and severe social dichotomy owing to neo-liberal globalization,
sustainable development(triple bottom lines) seems more effective strategy
- GG is pursued without consensus from ordinary people (top-down strategy)
- Global problems like climate change urges us to transform our energy source, political
and economic system, cultural code, individual life style, and so forth
- Consensus building for ‘green transformation’ is highly required and recommended to
cope with the challenges from global problems like climate change
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Thank you for your attention!

Lack of evidence for defending 4 Major Rivers from flood

Urban inundated area
more than10,000ha
10,000~3,000ha
3,000~1,000ha
Less than 1,000ha

Cost from flood damage
more than 200 million USD
200~100 million USD
100~50 million USD
less than 50 million USD
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Water will not be short

Prospect of Water Provision (Standard demand, Unit : Million ton/year)
Year

Mix Rs

△50

Region

△71

2016

Max Arid
Year

Average
year

Max Arid
Year

+19

△42

+15

△2

△63

△6

2020

Average
Year

Max Arid
Year

Average
Year

△180

+9

△147

+8

△201

△12

△168

△13

Mix Rs

△58

+161

+11

+199

△21

+199

△5

+200

Region

△185

△35

△124

△18

△143

△17

△128

△17

Mix Rs

△59

+48

△61

+47

△62

+46

△54

+45

Region

△71

-

△74

-

△78

△1

△72

△2

Mix Rs

△236

+21

△237

+27

△237

+27

△233

+29

Region

△519

△169

△536

△169

△553

△175

△557

△178

Nation

△403

-

△340

-

△500

-

△439

-

Region

△846

△206

△797

△193

△975

△205

△925

△210

Keum River
Youngsan,
Sumjin
River

2011
Average
Year

Han River
Nakdong
River

2006
Max
Arid year

Rivers

Total

※ Source: Water Resource Master Plan(MOCT, 2006), cited by Park.C.K(2008)
 In case of Nakdong river, comparing with the maximum arid year, 11 million tons will
be left in 2011

Risk from rise of groundwater level owing to the building of dam

Argument of the
“Commission of Hamanbo Dam Damage”
Before construction of the dam
in Nakdong River

After construction of the dam
in Nakdong River

Dyke
Riverside

Nakdong
River

Dyke
Agricultural
Land

Groundwater
level

Submersion
of land by
rise of
groundwater level

Riverside

Nakdong
River

Agricultural
Land
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